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Executive Summary
This 2008 Buchanan Park Master Plan presents a vision for an exciting new community gathering place for
the citizens of the Evergreen Park and Recreation District. This vision began in the early 1990’s when
District voters approved the purchase of 17 acres to form the nucleus of the park. It broadened with
subsequent voter-approved bonds to acquire additional private property to the north. A recreation center was
built. An Art Center emerged. The vision gained momentum with the District’s growing partnership with
Denver Mountain Parks, which now allows planning of Bergen and Buchanan Parks together as one seamless
67-acre recreation area. This master plan provides a framework for expanding that vision with improvements
to the park that will give the community a unique civic signature, and enrich its citizens for decades to come.
In the fall of 2006, a citizen led task force was convened to review and update recommendations adopted in
the initial 2001 plan for the park. Throughout 2007, the Buchanan Park Improvement Committees completed
a thorough analysis of prior findings and conducted an updated round of research and public outreach to
determine the community’s current preferences for Buchanan Park. Working with professional land planners
EDAW, Inc. to develop this updated master plan, the resulting recommendations are now presented to the
District Board for approval.
The plan has as its foundation park improvements that include new trails, a sculpture walk, natural gardens,
picnic pavilions, a new playground, an amphitheater, multi-use recreation areas, a veterans’ memorial and
enhancements to the ponds. The District will partner with various community organizations in the design,
construction and funding of these new amenities. The plan also reserves appropriate space for an expansion
to Buchanan Recreation Center, and for a new Community Center and Art Center. A specific feasibility
study, jointly conducted by the District and the Center for the Arts Evergreen, is planned for 2008 to further
define this proposed Community Center and Art Center, focusing on function, size, funding and community
need. A summary of the committee work and preliminary suggestions for this new venue is presented in this
plan to encourage further discussion and provide a starting point for the feasibility study.
This plan is comprehensive in nature. As with any master planning effort, it describes a suite of
improvements that, if fully implemented, would be built in a phased and thoughtful manner over many years.
Even if all suggested recommendations are carried out, over half of the total park planning area will be
maintained for passive recreation and enjoyment, improved only with art sculpture and meandering trails and
pathways.
The plan is responsive to community interests, preferences and funding ability. The smaller park
improvements, each to be approved by the District Board, will be subject to periodic citizen surveys, and
governed by annual District capital spending appropriations and successfully attracting funding partners. The
larger buildings envisioned will need voter-approved bond funding, requiring each to pass District-wide
citizen approval as to function, size, scope and cost.
Based on a phased approach to funding and implementation, the plan is more directional than prescriptive.
Each suggested improvement will require additional analysis to insure community support and suitability for
the park. Phasing of improvements allows for capital funding in smaller increments and periodic checkpoints
to ensure community fit. Accordingly, over time, some recommendations may likely evolve and change.
Finally, once approved, this master plan should be actively shared with the District’s stakeholders and
constituents to encourage dialogue and debate to build maximum community involvement, support, and
enthusiasm. For, as Dom Helder Camara writes: “When we are dreaming alone it is only a dream. When
we are dreaming with others, it is the beginning of reality.”
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Foreword
For me, and I think many of us, the one seminal moment in the modern history of Evergreen, the
moment that coalesced this community and made each of us proud to be citizens of ‘Our
Mountain Community’, was the purchase of Noble Meadow. In 1992, a small group of local
residents, pulled together by a common desire to rescue land from development, formed the
Mountain Area Land Trust (MALT). By 1994, they had engineered a proposal that was put
before Evergreen voters to tax themselves to preserve this land. It passed by a resounding 96% to
4%. For the first time the people of Evergreen were given ownership, not only of some land, but
of their future.
It was no coincidence that the Evergreen Park and Recreation District (EPRD) leapt at the chance
to participate. Until Noble Meadow, and the 17 acres deeded to the EPRD with it, the District
owned no land – not the land under the Evergreen Rec Center, under any park or field, nor the
land under the new Lake House (which reverts back to Denver in 75 years). We had been
struggling with this issue when it came to ball fields. The District had started a program of
improving ball fields, mostly on school properties, with no financial participation or guarantee of
access from the schools. The ball fields we built in 1995 on the land of the newly named
‘Buchanan Park’ changed all that. What also changed was the philosophy of the Board of
Directors itself. The notion of land ownership, and the ability of the District to forever own the
permanent improvements on it, fostered a paradigm shift in the District, one that has taken us to
where we are now.
It made sense then, that when the Evergreen Land Community Coalition (ELCC) approached the
EPRD with the possibility of buying more land, and moreover with the vision of a large
community park, that the District would take the lead. We had already purchased a few more
acres in order to properly site the newly planned Buchanan Recreation Center, and with the bond
approval of May 2000, were ready to move ahead. But the vision of an expansive community
gathering place, a park that would forever be in the hands and in the future of the people of
Evergreen, was irresistible, especially for me. So again we went back to the voters that same year
and secured bond money for the purchase of more land, the 11 acre Lutheran property and
eventually two other parcels. Today, almost all the land at Buchanan is in the hands of the
District and its voters. In addition, the community owns Stagecoach Park and the improvements
on it and, after years of negotiation, holds title to the land and turf fields at Marshdale.
If you go back a few years before Noble Meadow, one could say that another seminal moment in
the modern history of Evergreen was the opening of the Lake House in March, 1993. The
controversial planning process, which began in 1989, pitted those few who wanted to leave the
west end of Evergreen Lake untouched against those few on the opposite side who wanted a
10,000 square foot community center. For most of us, though, the award winning 5,000 square
foot building we now have has become the embodiment of the “Heart of Evergreen”, a place to
gather and have fun and enjoy our natural surroundings. The Lake House demonstrated once
again how this community was able to unite around a vision for its future. But the District has
grown since 1993, and with it, so has the need for a larger gathering place to serve our larger
community. The Community Center outlined in this master plan is an inspiring and
environmentally sound building where people of all ages can come together to meet, learn, stay
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fit, celebrate, and interact with their neighbors in a place that signifies who we are as a
community today, and honors and supports our people for years to come.
In the words of Eugene and Barbara Sternberg, “A lively network of individuals and
organizations has developed around every conceivable facet of life here. No facet sparkles more
engagingly than the one that reflects the arts.” Since the mid 90’s, the EPRD has been attempting
to partner with the Evergreen arts community, a well established but inherently diverse group
that, for decades, has been a source of Evergreen’s unique reputation. In the 1996-2001 Master
Plan, the EPRD recognized the arts as a form of recreation and became a committed supporter.
Back then we helped Art for the Mountain Community get on its feet and led an attempt to
remodel the Alderfer Barn into an ‘Art Barn’. But a barn is a barn, and that attempt failed.
Partnering with the arts at Buchanan has now become a reality. In 2003, with the new Buchanan
Recreation Center built, the EPRD was able to fulfill its promise to the arts by renting the old
Miller house to the Center for the Arts Evergreen. Now the art community in Evergreen has a
place, a place it can use to build on, finally, after all these years. In the irony of ironies, it was the
old Evergreen Area Council for the Arts that had contracted to buy land and build an arts center
on a portion of the Lutheran property decades ago. Now things have come full circle, ready to
spiral.
Our outreach to the local community to learn their needs and desires for Buchanan over the past
year has been a long and rewarding process. This work of due diligence has given all of our
committee members valuable information that we are putting to good use in the master plan. And
it continues. A big bonus from this work has been the fostering of a refreshing, constructive and
expanding relationship with Denver Mountain Parks. Their cooperation is critical to the planning
of the entire 67 acres now available to us, as it allows seamless connectivity between Bergen and
Buchanan Parks and a judicious blend of passive and active recreation. Kudos to all involved for
this delightful and productive new development.
The spirit of volunteerism is in the soul of Evergreen. After all, it has always been up to us, and
only us, as groups of individuals, to dream together and envision new possibilities that fulfill
common needs. Whether it is firefighting or coaching or performing or raising money for a good
cause, as citizen leaders, we are much the same. We are led and inspired by our neighbors and
friends who sit on boards and form organizations to make Evergreen a better place. I am such a
person. And with over 30 other citizen leaders, propose this Master Plan for Buchanan Park. We
have set the bar high with our research, our cooperation, our dreams and our vision. And we
believe Buchanan Park is the last best place in Evergreen to make that vision a reality. It has
been an honor and privilege to work with such a dedicated group and I commend them, as they
should commend each other, for an excellent job.
Peter Eggers
Chair, Buchanan Park Improvement Executive Committee
EPRD Board of Directors 1992-2004
January, 2008
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The Park’s History

Overview
The history of the land that is today Buchanan Park is in many ways the story of Evergreen. For
centuries, the ground was inhabited mostly by deer and elk, who wintered in its meadow. (1) The
first government scouts and surveyors named the area “Elk Park”. (2) During the gold rush, some
of the pioneers who passed through the land on their way to the high country were attracted by its
beauty, and staked their claims. The Bergen Park area grew into a busy crossroads for travelers
between the mountain mines and their Denver markets. The local elk herd is thought to have
been hunted to the point of extinction. In the early 1900’s, 16-18 elk were brought by train to
Idaho Springs and within a few years, had re-established themselves at Bergen Park. (3 & 4)
Over time, mining activity declined. Neighbors bought out neighbors to form large land
holdings. Evergreen’s ranchers and loggers welcomed the “summer folk”, who were drawn to the
area’s extraordinary blend of mountains, air and sky, and brought additional income to the
community. In the early 20th century, as part of its ambitious development of a mountain park
system, Denver Mountain Parks acquired the 25 acres now called “Bergen Park”. The mountain
parks were a popular summer excursion for Denverites, and drew vacationers to the front range.
Gas rationing during World War II and the advent of air conditioning and airplanes by the 1950’s
affected automobile travel and consequently, Evergreen’s appeal as a summer destination. Better
roads and automobiles made the foothills hamlet more accessible, and Evergreen’s natural charm
began to attract full-time residents. The large parcels surrounding Bergen Park were subdivided,
sold and developed.
(For more information on the individuals and organizations that shaped the park’s history and
development, see Appendix Project History-a, Buchanan Park History: Important Individuals and
Organizations.)
In recent times, preserving land for public use has become a priority, and Buchanan Park is a
prime example. Since the early 1990’s, the community has worked together to purchase land
from private owners to form the park. The Evergreen Park and Recreation District (EPRD)
bought property, built the ball fields in 1995 and opened Buchanan Recreation Center in 2003,
but there was a larger vision for the park. It encompassed the entire area bordered on the north by
Bergen Park and on the south by the business park below the ponds, between Evergreen Parkway
to the west and Bergen Parkway to the east. Acquisition of that land by EPRD is nearly complete.
This master plan outlines a grand future for Buchanan Park that respects the elks’ age-old grazing
grounds and creates a first class community park “by the people and for the people” crowned by a
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premier new community center and arts center complex that will be a gathering place for
generations to come.

Buchanan Park Defined
The construction of Interstate 70 in the
1970’s made Evergreen even more
accessible for full-time residents. As it
shifted from a ranching and vacation
region to a bedroom community for
Denver commuters, the town struggled to
maintain its unique character in the face
of rapid development. Hiwan Homestead
Museum Administrator John Steinle puts
it well: “In Evergreen, it’s always been if
you wanted to get something done, you
would do it yourself – you, your
neighbors & your friends...” “The
volunteer spirit is conspicuous.” Against
considerable opposition in the beginning,
citizen groups of neighbors and friends
initiated the formation of the Evergreen
Metropolitan Recreation and Park District
in 1969, renamed in 1992 to the
Evergreen Park and Recreation District
(EPRD). The Evergreen Recreation
Center opened in 1973. The District
assumed the operations at Evergreen Lake
in 1980, and built the Evergreen Lake House in 1993.
Meanwhile, community activists recognized a growing tension between development and
preservation, and rallied together to plan area development and preserve lands for open space. In
1972, Evergreen’s Mike Moore led Plan Jeffco in a successful referendum to create the Jefferson
County Open Space program, and the people of Jefferson County “voted to tax themselves onehalf of one percent on sales to fund planning, acquisition and maintenance of lands and waters for
the enjoyment of current and future generations.”(5) Local citizen leaders led energetic
community efforts to preserve Heritage Grove and Means (later named Elk) Meadow. (6)
With regard to planning area development, the Evergreen Area Community Plan written in 1987
identified Bergen Park as an “Activity Center” – “an area of the community where a mix of more
intense land uses occurs.” (7) Further, it states that “The Bergen Park Park should be preserved
and enhanced. The design of the Activity Center should provide access to the Park and maintain
views of the Park. The Park should serve as a central meeting area. Opportunities for land trades
near the boundaries of the Park to make it more useable should be pursued.” (8)
In the early 90’s, Linda Williams Rockwell, a long time Evergreen activist, advocated for a local
land trust to conserve land in the Evergreen area. Her efforts were successful and in 1992, the
Mountain Area Land Trust (MALT) was chartered under the leadership of Dan Pike, Hank
Alderfer, Sylvia Brockner, Linda Dahl and Dave Scruby. MALT named a task force in 1993 to
mount a community-wide effort to save Noble Meadow and protect its 408 acres from
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development. The task force
was co-chaired by Chuck
Hazelrigg and Linda
Kirkpatrick, with Linda
Rockwell, Ginny Ades,
Kathleen Chiras, Linda Dahl,
Tandy Jones, and Tom
Swanson serving as members.
MALT negotiated with Hiwan
Ridge Development
Corporation to purchase the
land for $2.3 million, a price
considerably reduced through
a donation by its president
and local resident, John
Thompson. In order to secure
the substantially reduced price
tag, the Noble Meadow Task
Force was charged with
raising the money in less than
six months. The Task Force
launched a three-pronged
funding strategy, as follows:
1. Jefferson County
Open Space agreed to
purchase 111 acres
for $1.4 million to be
added to Elk Meadow
Open Space Park.
2. MALT led a
fundraising campaign
to secure $200,000 in
donations from the
community at large to
fund creation of a
conservation
easement for 280
acres.
3. Evergreen Park and
Recreation District
agreed to float a
$700,000 bond to
purchase 17 acres for
ball fields, a
recreation center site, and the ponds. The bond election in May of 1994 not only
generated a record turnout, but passed by a resounding 96% of voters. (9, 10, 11 & 12)
The 17 acres were purchased by the District, and formed the nucleus of what is today
Buchanan Park. In 1995, the area was christened “Buchanan Park” after the Buchanan
family, many of whom still resided in the area. (See Appendix Project History-a for
background information on the Buchanan family’s involvement in the mountain area
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community.) The playground and ball fields – the first grass fields ever constructed by EPRD
on land it owned – opened there in 1995.
EPRD bought two additional parcels at the park in 1998 (Lot 2, Promontory – 1.8 acres) and 2000
(Miller property – 1.1 acres) to complete the new Buchanan Recreation Center site. Meanwhile,
several forward-thinking citizens were collaborating on another “conspicuous” volunteer effort to
purchase eleven acres owned by the LMC Community Foundation adjacent to Bergen Park that
had been slated for development. The developers’ original plan for what became known as “the
Lutheran property” was to construct “64 high-priced townhomes” and “a 30,000-square-foot
office building with commercial rezoning of the remainder of the property” from its original
medical center use to commercial and residential use. (13) Bob Cardwell, Allan Casey, Nancy
Elliott, Tandy Jones, Linda Kirkpatrick and Karl Watler formed the Evergreen Land Community
Coalition (ELCC) as a 501(c)(3) in 1999 “to promote more community-friendly uses for the 11
acre parcel”…“and the expanded vision of the 67-acre community park.” (14)
ELCC privately raised
$60,000 to launch a
bond issue authorizing
EPRD to purchase the
11-acre Lutheran
property. This first
Buchanan Park
Expansion bond for
$3.5 million passed
with a 72% approval in
November, 2000. (15)
ELCC subsequently
raised another $65,000
for an extensive public
outreach to determine
how the community
wanted the land at
Buchanan Park to be
used. (16) A 17member committee
spent 9 months
conducting surveys,
focus groups and town
meetings (17) and
working with park
planning consultants
DHM, Inc. to define
the community’s
preferences. 14,500
public opinion
questionnaires were
mailed in February,
2001, and 1,070 were
returned – an
impressive 7.4%
response rate. From
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that feedback, ELCC wrote a conceptual Master Plan for the Buchanan Park Expansion, and
presented it to the EPRD Board in October, 2001. The plan was broad in scope, and
recommended purchasing all the remaining private land from the ponds to Bergen Park, and
between Evergreen and Bergen Parkways - a total of 42 acres. They envisioned the 42 acres at
Buchanan Park would connect with the 25-acre Bergen Park owned by Denver Mountain Parks to
create a seamless and spacious 67-acre multi-use recreation area for the community, featuring
both passive and active use areas, gardens, trails, picnic areas, a playground, and an amphitheater
– all anchored by a new community center. For its efforts, ELCC received the 2002 University of
Colorado’s Senator Tim Wirth Chair in Environmental and Community Development Policy
Award which recognizes innovative approaches to community development. (18)
The EPRD Board adopted the ELCC master plan, and it became part of the Evergreen Park and
Recreation District’s 2004-2009 master plan. The Evergreen Area Community Plan update
written in 2005 reiterated the recommendations made in the 1987 plan that Bergen Park should
“serve as a central meeting area”, and added “Opportunities for land acquisition from property
owners near the boundaries of the park should be pursued by Evergreen Park and Recreation
District or Jefferson County Open Space.” (19)
EPRD began a systematic effort to acquire the last 12 acres of privately owned land at Buchanan
Park, which included four parcels and five existing buildings. The vision for the park moved
forward again when another bond issue requesting $6.5 million for an Evergreen Recreation
Center expansion, the purchase and development of Stagecoach Park, new sports fields at
Marshdale, and procuring the Fahnenstiel property at Buchanan Park passed by 62% in
November, 2005. By 2006, 10 of the 12 acres of private land at the park had been purchased, and
the final 2-acre parcel remained privately owned.

New Master Plan Mandated
By a resolution dated April 18, 2006, the EPRD Board appointed the Buchanan Park Planning
Committees to review the 2001 ELCC conceptual master plan and develop an updated master
plan to guide the park’s future development. EPRD submitted an application for a planning grant
to Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO) in August, 2006 to partially fund the components of the
plan dealing with park and outdoor improvements. Shortly thereafter, the Buchanan Park
Improvement (BPI) Executive Committee was officially formed. The group convened in
September, 2006 with the mission to “create a comprehensive multi-use development plan for
Buchanan Park that reflects the values and interests of the mountain area community, provides a
premier location for both active and passive recreational activities, and integrates appropriately
with adjacent public lands.”
The BPI Executive Committee invited 25 citizens with broad perspectives who were well-versed
in community issues to serve on the BPI Building and Land Committees, and they launched their
efforts in November, 2006. (See Buchanan Park Improvement Process Section #2 for details on
their efforts, and Research Results Section #4 for their findings.) Based on their research, the
Committees have prioritized recommendations for both the land and buildings at Buchanan Park,
which are summarized in Plan Recommendations Section #5 in this master plan.

EPRD Partnership with Arts Groups
Prior to the Buchanan Park acquisitions, EPRD and two prominent Evergreen arts groups – the
Evergreen Area Council for the Arts (EACA, now known as Center for the Arts Evergreen) and
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the Evergreen Artists’ Association – held an ongoing dialogue about partnering to provide
services to benefit the community. (20) The Evergreen Area Council for the Arts is “dedicated to
providing mountain areas individuals and families a place for art education and art enjoyment”.
The Evergreen Artists’ Association “promotes visual arts appreciation and enjoyment” and
“raises the standards of the visual arts in the mountain area”. (21) As a result of these
conversations, the Alderfer Ranch Master Plan published in 1989 called for an evaluation of the
barn for public use as “a cultural facility”, and for renovating the structure into “a workshop, class
room and storage”. In 1995, EPRD explored the possibility of transforming the facility into an
“art barn”, and budgeted funds to pay for an official study. The plan was abandoned because of
the high cost of remodeling an old barn. (22)
On another front, EPRD supported the newly formed Art for the Mountain Community (AMC),
an organization that acquires art to “beautify public buildings and open spaces in the mountain
area” and “encourage the expression and appreciation of art”. The EPRD Board donated $5,000
to AMC to launch their first project by providing seed money towards the purchase of Madeline
Wiener’s “Spirits of the Land”, a sculpture that delights children daily at Evergreen Lake Park.
Since then, several AMC permanent sculptures have been placed on EPRD property – i.e. “Kelle
III” and “Anne Louise” at Evergreen Lake in addition to “Spirits of the Land” and most recently,
“Freewheelin’” and “Polar Bear and Cubs” at Buchanan Recreation Center.
EPRD has also partnered with Center for the Arts Evergreen (CAE, formerly known as Evergreen
Area Council for the Arts) on Art at the Lake, a three-day summer program held on the grounds
of the Evergreen Lake House that offers free art activities to children, and with Evergreen Music
Festival, an organization that brings outstanding classical music to our mountain community with
concerts at the Evergreen Lake House and Alderfer Three Sisters open space land. (23) Recently,
the Evergreen Recreation and Park Foundation has partnered with Evergreen Music Festival to
sponsor the 4th of July Concert at the lake. (24)
The 1996-2001 EPRD Master Plan states: “The District recognizes the arts as a form of
recreation and supports development of non-District cooperative programs with community arts
organizations” (25), and “The District will assist Evergreen arts organizations in developing
space for activities and support for projects and events.” (26) EPRD took the opportunity to
make good on their promise to support the arts with the 2003 opening of the Art Center, a project
of the Center for the Arts Evergreen. EPRD provided the former Miller house while CAE funded
the remodel of the building into a multi-functioning art center. Under the leadership of CAE
Executive Directors Lorene Joos and then Kimberly Moore, the Art Center fast became a popular
place to promote the arts and introduce the mountain community to local, regional and national
artists. (27) The CAE Art Center has already outgrown the original location and now seeks a
larger venue.
The research of the Buchanan Park Improvement Committees has revealed a strong desire among
District residents for community and arts centers as the anchor buildings at Buchanan Park.
History has shown that together, EPRD and the local arts groups can work together for the benefit
of our mountain area. It is on that strong foundation of cooperation that EPRD and the arts
groups will create a gathering place for active and leisure recreation at Buchanan Park that
enriches our community and its citizens. This master plan outlines how that vision will be
achieved.
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The Buchanan Park Planning Process

Overview
The 2001 conceptual Master Plan for Buchanan Park developed by the Evergreen Land
Community Coalition (ELCC), which incorporated the feedback from surveys sent to 14,000
District voters at the time, recommended buying private property to expand Buchanan Park and
defined what amenities the community wanted to see placed there. However, it did not include
specifics on how the park could be developed. Five years later, the Evergreen Park and
Recreation District (EPRD) had spent nearly $7 million to acquire all but 2 of the remaining acres
at Buchanan, and the Board decided the time had come to let the community revisit earlier
preferences on how the land they had bought would be used. The Buchanan Park Improvement
(BPI) process was chartered by EPRD and launched in November, 2006 with three Committees –
Executive, Land and Building. Contributions by several local organizations and a planning grant
from GOCO helped to support the Committees’ work, and EDAW, Inc. was selected as the
project’s land planning consultants.
A total of 33 Buchanan Park Improvement Committee members contributed nearly 4,500
volunteer hours, drove almost 7,000 miles, and conducted an extensive public outreach to
determine the community’s preferences for development at Buchanan Park. They talked to
hundreds of people, interviewed 96 groups who might be potential park users, and visited 28
parks, recreation, nature, arts and community centers to collect ideas. The Committees evaluated
the results of their research, which appear in Section #4 of this plan, and made recommendations
presented in The Plan Recommendations, Section #5.

Mission and Goals
By Resolution of the EPRD Board dated April 18, 2006, the Buchanan Park Improvement
Committee was chartered to review the 2001 ELCC conceptual Master Plan, recommend
appropriate changes, and provide details “as to size, scope, funding and timing of uses and
improvements envisioned in the Master Plan area...”
The Resolution chartered a Buchanan Park Planning Committee, whose “primary deliverables”
would be:
1. “a business plan sufficient in detail to guide subsequent specific planning, design and
implementation regarding desired improvements to be made on the land and
2. a prioritized sequencing of such improvements as desired by the community, including
identification of specific funding sources for all improvements (both construction and
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ongoing operating and maintenance) that reasonably fall outside of EPRD available
funding.”
(See Appendix – Project History-b for the complete Resolution.)

Committees Formed
The EPRD Board selected Peter Eggers as Chair and Bob Cardwell, Allan Casey, Roger
Hoaglund, Pete Jacobson and Lorene Joos to serve with him on the Buchanan Park Improvement
(BPI) Executive Committee. The Executive Committee held its first meeting on September 12,
2006. Peggy Eggers was chosen to serve as the Buchanan Park Improvement Committee
Coordinator as both a
volunteer and a part-time
Executive Committee
Peter Eggers, Chair
District employee. Bob
Bob Cardwell
Pete Jacobson
Cardwell was elected
Allan Casey
Lorene Joos
Treasurer. The Executive
Roger Hoaglund
Jeff Knetsch
Peggy Eggers, Coordinator
Committee proceeded to
establish goals, timelines
and guidelines, and to select
Land Committee
Building Committee
members for the BPI Land
Bill Frasier, Chair
John Davis, Chair
and Building Committees
Pete Jacobson, Vice-Chair
Eric Maule, Vice-Chair
Liz Cohen
Jeannie Mann
Pat Callahan
Bill Manning
who represented a wide
Kit Darrow
Greg Romberg
Lena Cazeaux
Kimberly Moore
range of community
Robbie Furler
Dianne Schade
Jim Davis
Otis Odell
Tandy Jones
Randy Strong
Kristin Gilchrist
Barb Scripps
interests and expertise, and
Karen
Lindsay
Nancy
Tyler
Lorene
Joos
Kent Simon
included EPRD staff.
Jeannie Mann
Marilyn Kaussner Tom Ware
EPRD Board members were
Ted LaMontagne
invited to participate in the
process, and Board
President Jeff Knetsch joined the Executive Committee in early 2007. (For Committee
demographics, ground rules and responsibilities, see Appendix - Committees.)
The Buchanan Park Improvement Building and Land Committee members kicked off their efforts
on November 2, 2006 with the following mission:
“The mission of the Buchanan Park Improvement Committees is to create a
comprehensive multi-use improvement plan for Buchanan Park that reflects the values
and interests of the mountain area community, and integrates appropriately with adjacent
public lands.”
(See Appendix – Project History-d for a sample of the presentation delivered to the Committee
members at the 11-2-06 kick-off.) The Committees set meeting dates and proceeded
enthusiastically to meet their goals.

Grant Money Supports Planning
Several organizations made generous contributions to the Buchanan Park Improvement process.
EPRD primarily funded the effort, allocating approximately $90,000 from its annual budget.
Evergreen Land Community Coalition (ELCC) donated $3,000, Center for the Arts Evergreen
gave $2,500, and ENABLE contributed $100. In August of 2006, the EPRD Board submitted an
application for a Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO) planning grant funded by lottery money.
(See Appendix – Project History-e for the original grant application.) GOCO awarded a planning
grant in the amount of $31,000 to the Buchanan Park Improvement project in December, 2006.
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Land Planners
The Executive Committee asked for Requests for Proposals from three land planners, and
EDAW, Inc. was chosen as the Buchanan Park Improvement Land Planning firm in January,
2007. Founded in 1939, EDAW is one of the world’s leading land-based planning and design
firms with more than 1100 professionals providing a unique blend of landscape architecture,
urban design, and environmental and economic planning services from offices across the globe.
EDAW’s collaborative approach to the design process utilizes the firm’s collective wealth of
knowledge and experience to develop transformative design solutions for its clients. EDAW
Principal in Charge Russ Butler has lived in Evergreen since 1991, and headed the EDAW team.
(For more about the firm’s work and design philosophy, visit www.edaw.com.) EDAW was
charged to work with the Committees to determine the community’s preferences for the park,
formulate a master plan of the park siting all suggested features and a footprint for buildings, and
create construction drawings for the key land features. Andrea Lind was EDAW’s Project
Manager, and Kyle Hebel served in the capacity of Landscape Architect.

Community Outreach
BPI Committee members began their research by identifying potential park users to question and
sites to visit to collect ideas for Buchanan Park. Public input was welcomed through several
articles and press releases in the Canyon Courier, Colorado Serenity and YourHub.com. In
February, 2007, a new website was launched – www.buchananpark.org – which contains
information about the project, meeting minutes, opportunities to offer feedback, and a link to the
EPRD website. By the end of 2007, there were 1,640 visits to the site.
Committee members interviewed business and civic groups, students, teachers, school
administrators, homeowners’ associations, sports groups, nature and environmental organizations,
fine and performing arts groups, other non-profits and individuals. A total of 96 different groups
were consulted, and more than 550 students completed questionnaires expressing their desires for
improvements at Buchanan Park. (For additional detail on the groups contacted and their
preferences, see Appendix – User Group Information.) While conducting interviews, Committee
members also visited 28 nature, arts and community centers to collect innovative ideas for what
was possible at Buchanan Park. The Committees presented their findings to each other in March,
and then took them to the community.
BPI Committee members staffed a booth at the Earth Day celebration on April 21, 2007. On May
20, 2007, the community was invited to an open house at the park to learn about the progress to
date, and comment on 3 proposed sites for the buildings and recommended features for improving
the land. There were approximately 175 people in attendance. Posters describing the planning
process and illustrating the possible building sites were placed on display at the Library and both
Evergreen and Buchanan Rec Centers through the month of June to solicit further community
response. A total of 131 completed comment cards were received. They indicated no clear
preference for a building site, but voted an art center, a teen center and a theater as the top three
building choices. Their priorities for the land were identified as trails, a playground and an
amphitheater.
Based on their comprehensive research, the Committees prioritized recommendations for both the
land and the buildings at Buchanan Park, and presented them at combined BPI Committee
meetings. While EDAW concentrated on conceptual drawings of the preferred land features, the
group divided into sub-committees to look at programming and space considerations for the
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Community Center, Art Center, Environmental Education Center and Theater. A Funding
Committee began planning an initial capital campaign to fund the project. Meetings were held
with interested partners (arts groups, performing arts groups, EPRD Board & staff) to dialogue
about collaborating on the centers and solicit input
for the best way to move forward.
Buchanan Park Improvement
As the public feedback was consolidated, it
became evident that residents of the neighboring
subdivisions across Bergen Parkway were
concerned about the impact of park development
on local traffic. The Executive Committee
engaged Felsburg, Holt & Ullevig
(www.fhueng.com) traffic consultants in July,
2007 and their report was presented in August.
(See Appendix – Project History-f for the full
traffic study.) Additionally, the Committees
agreed that conceptual drawings of the proposed
centers would be helpful for the master plan.
Building Committee members and architects Eric
Maule and Otis Odell agreed to develop a
conceptual floor plan and exterior design in
September. (Refer to the Appendix – Building
Recommendations-b for the Conceptual Floor
Plan.) With that information, the master plan was
drafted and presented to the Executive Committee
for review in November, 2007. (See #5 Plan
Recommendations for details.)

Timeline
2006
April
Aug.
Sept.
Nov.
Dec.

Buchanan Park Improvement (BPI) process
chartered by EPRD Board.
Fence between Buchanan/Bergen Parks
dismantled.
BPI Executive Committee formed.
Master Plan process initiated with kick-off of
Executive, Land and Building Committees.
GOCO planning grant of $31K awarded.

2007
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

Signs will be placed at the park to alert the public
that Buchanan Park will be Evergreen’s future
2008
gathering place, and refer those interested to the
Jan.
website for information. The draft master plan
was shared with the Committees in December,
2007, and presented to the EPRD Board in January of 2008.

EDAW, Inc. selected as land planning firm.
BPI website launched (buchananpark.org).
Land and Building Committees present
preliminary findings and priorities.
BPI booth at Earth Day.
Buchanan Park Community Open House.
Displays at Library and both Rec. Centers
inviting public input.
Traffic study conducted. Preliminary funding
strategy discussed.
Architects engaged to create preliminary building
plans.
Meetings with EPRD and arts and performing
arts groups to define their involvement.
Draft text of Master Plan prepared.
Draft of Master Plan text circulated to
Committees, EPRD Board and staff for final
comments. EDAW finalizes maps and drawings.

Final Master Plan discussion meetings.
EPRD Board adopts final Master Plan.
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Public Outreach

Overview
Throughout the year-long planning process, the Buchanan Park Improvement (BPI) Committees
have kept foremost in their minds that the park was bought by – and belongs to – the people of
the Evergreen Park and Recreation District. BPI representatives have made a concerted effort to
seek input from as many individuals and organizations as possible, and to make the process as
inclusive and transparent as possible. The Committees began their inquiry into park development
with an initial “discovery phase”, asking themselves and the community in depth what could be
done at Buchanan Park that would enhance the quality of life for mountain area citizens.
Committee members interviewed organizations by phone and in person, spoke at their meetings,
met over coffee with their Board members, and questioned hundreds of individuals in schools and
neighborhoods, at open houses, and via the website. They compiled the results and prioritized the
preferences. (See Research Results #4 for more detail.) In addition, they learned what is possible
by studying and visiting other parks, community centers, nature and environmental education
centers, and fine and performing arts facilities. They communicated with the land planners,
architects and their fellow team members about the best ideas and practices. They then
condensed their research into preliminary recommendations, and tested them with presentations
to the EPRD staff, civic organizations, arts and environmental groups. A constant and lively
exchange between the community, the Committees, the architects and the land planners has
resulted in the final recommendations for Buchanan Park Improvement set forth in this master
plan.

User Group Interviews
BPI Committee members began their exploration of community preferences by identifying
individuals and groups who might be potential park users, and taking responsibility for contacting
and interviewing each one. “Potential User Group Info” found in the Appendix – User Group
Information-a details who was contacted and what they requested. Sports groups, nature and
environmental groups, fine and performing arts groups, business and civic organizations,
homeowners’ associations, students, and many other groups and individuals were queried. A
total of 96 organizations were contacted by phone, email or in person, and resulted in many
productive discussions and presentations. Of the total of 96 organizations, 86 of them completed
an extensive questionnaire about their anticipated use of both land and buildings at Buchanan
Park. Their collective answers are compiled under “User Group Preference Summary” in
Appendix in User Group Information-b. In addition, 550 students at 5 schools ranging from
upper elementary through high school completed questionnaires to communicate their desires for
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User Groups Interviewed
Art Groups
Art for the Mountain Community
Center for the Arts Evergreen
Evergreen Artists Association
Business and Civic Groups
Blue Spruce Kiwanis
Curmudgeons
Elk Bridge Retail Center Business Owners
Evergreen American Legion Post #2001
Evergreen Area Chamber of Commerce
Evergreen Fire and Rescue
Evergreen Scholarships / Bootstraps. Inc.
Leadership Evergreen
Parkway Plaza Business Owners
Rotary Club of Evergreen
Dance Groups
Evergreen Dance
Kinetic Arts
OSS (One Stop Shop)
Homeowners Associations
Hiwan Filings 1-4 – Hiwan Golf Club
Island at Hiwan
Promontory at Soda Creek
Ridge at Hiwan
Rocky Mountain Village Estates
th
Trails at Hiwan – 6 filing
Soda Creek
Horse Groups
Harmony Horse Works
Jeffco Horse Council, InterMtn Branch
Rodeo Association
Music Groups
Evergreen Chamber Orchestra
Evergreen Children’s Chorale
Evergreen Chorale
Evergreen Jazz Festival
Evergreen Music Festival
Mountain Area Musicians
Mountain Ringers Handbell Association
Show and Tell Band
Nature/Environmental Groups
Denver Mountain Parks
Division of Wildlife
Evergreen Garden Club
Evergreen Naturalists Audubon Society
Global Children’s Gardens
Mountain Area Land Trust
Sierra Club – Mount Evans Group
Trout Unlimited
Wildagain Wildlife Rehabilitation

Schools
Bergen Meadow Elementary
Bergen Valley Intermediate
Evergreen Academy
Evergreen Country Day
Evergreen High
Evergreen Middle
Jefferson County Public Schools Board
Montessori School of Evergreen
Rocky Mountain Academy of Evergreen
Wilmot Elementary
Sports Groups
Bicycle Colorado
Bicycle Jeffco
Colorado High Country Hikers
EPRD Staff
Evergreen Recreation & Park Foundation
Mountain Area Lacrosse
Mountain Football
Nordic Walking Company
Stingers Soccer Club
Team Evergreen Bicycle Club
West Jeff Baseball
West Jeff Girls’ Softball
Teens
Interact
Key Club
Teen Leadership
Individuals Representing:
Disc golf course
Indoor ice arena
Platform / paddle tennis
Miscellaneous
Adaptive Adventures
Blue Spruce Habitat for Humanity
Drivesmart
Evergreen Animal Protective League
Evergreen Library
Evergreen Mountain Toastmasters
Evergreen Peace
Families with Young Children Forum
Friendship Bridge
Humphrey Museum
Jefferson County Historical Society
Jefferson Foundation
Mothers and More
Mothers of Preschoolers (MOPS)
Mount Evans Hospice
Mountain Recyclers
National Charity League, CO Foothills
North Evergreen Activities Trail (NEAT)
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians &
Gays (PFLAG)
Pennies for Peace
Senior Resource Center

park improvements.
Results of their
preferences can be
found in Appendix 8
– “Student Polling
Results”-c. Families
of Young Children
were invited to share
their ideas at a
meeting on May 10,
2007. See their
preferences in
Appendix “Buchanan for
Families Forum”-d.)
The park’s primary
users were then
identified, and their
requests were tracked
in “Primary User
Group Requests”
(Appendix - User
Group Informatione). A separate report
was created to
summarize the “Land
Primary User
Requests” (Appendix
- User Group
Information-f). More
generalized results
can be found under
Research Results, #4
in this plan. Based on
the information
compiled, priorities
were established for
both the land and the
buildings, which are
presented in Plan
Recommendations
#5.

Site Visits

While the user group
interviews were being conducted, BPI Committee members
took field trips in small groups to 28 different sites to gather
ideas for Buchanan Park’s development. They visited parks to study trails, features, signage,
themes and gardens. Community and recreation centers provided insight into how the two
facilities could collaborate to benefit a community. Art center staff shared their floor plans,

Performers
Colorado Performing Arts Studies (CPAS)
Evergreen Players
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programming and funding strategies. Nature and environmental education center personnel
revealed great ideas for interactive displays, programs and design elements that worked, and what
they would have done differently. How to best serve the performing arts was explored through
visits to grand theaters that hold hundreds and community “black box” performance venues that
cater to smaller audiences. The BPI team reported back with photographs and accounts of what
they thought would fit at Buchanan, and what should be avoided, such as a cement bowl in a
skatepark that would likely fill with snow in the winter. The Appendix – “Site Visit Summary”
lists the sites visited and the data collected. EDAW took the Committees’ information, and began
drawing conceptual designs for the key land features.

Community Input
Once information from the user group interviews and
site visits was consolidated, the Committees turned
their efforts to sharing their preliminary findings with
the public. BPI had a booth at the Earth Day
gathering at Evergreen Lake Park on April 21st, 2007.
The following month on May 20th, everyone in the
area was invited to a festive open house at Buchanan
to tour the park, see possible plans, and give feedback
about the proposed land features and potential
building sites. Maps, three illustrative concepts of the
building complex layout and recommended land
features were presented, along with refreshments, and even ice cream and miniature donkeys for
the kids. Committee members wore badges that said “I’m here to listen”, and they did. An
estimated 175 people attended the event. After the open house, informational posters were placed
on display at the Library and both Evergreen and Buchanan Rec Centers for more than a month,
and announcements were made in the local papers to encourage public comment. A total of 131
completed comment cards were received, and every recommendation was evaluated. The
Committees continue building public awareness and inviting feedback with the installation of two
signs at the park that herald its future and direct passers-by to the website for more information.

Website
A new website – www.buchananpark.org – was launched in February of 2007. The site is linked
to the EPRD website – www.evergreenrecreation.com – and is conscientiously maintained by
Donna Hatchett at EPRD. The site features background information about the BPI planning
project, contact information, meeting minutes, and questionnaires. By the end of 2007, there had
been 1,640 visits to the site.

EPRD Board and staff will continue to invite feedback, make presentations as requested,
and maintain the website to keep the public fully informed of the planning process.
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Research Results

Overview
The Buchanan Park Improvement (BPI) Committees discovered in their extensive year-long
research that many of the original community preferences for the park presented in the ELCC
conceptual master plan remained relevant – gardens, trails, picnic pavilions, a festival area, open
space, an amphitheater, and a community center with an emphasis on nature and the arts. The
chart below ranks the responses from nearly 1,100 respondents to the 2001 ELCC master plan
survey.
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BPI Committee members found that while many of the 2001 findings were still pertinent, there
had also been some significant changes in the intervening five years while EPRD was purchasing
the land to make the park a reality. Buchanan Recreation Center and the CAE Art Center had
both opened in the park and become indispensable to the community, Art for the Mountain
Community’s sculpture walk had matured, and there was a need for more festival grounds.
Buchanan Recreation Center construction was complete in 2003, and soon became a bustling hub
of mountain area activity. By the time the Buchanan Park Improvement process started in 2006,
the community had outgrown the Rec Center, and an expansion of the facility was being planned
to add a gymnasium, more class and exercise space, and a day camp inside, ice and in-line
skating, pavilions and sports courts outside. (See Plan Recommendations, section #5 – Buchanan
Recreation Center Expansion and Recommended Land Features for more detailed information.)
In addition, the Rec Center staff was seeing an emerging need for more leisure recreational
programs in a multi-use Community Center setting that could offer diverse and complementary
programs. A growing partnership between EPRD and the arts groups led to collaborative
planning for more passive recreation at Buchanan Park.
The CAE Art
Center opened
next to Buchanan
Recreation Center
at the old Miller
house in 2003 as
well, but that
location was
always considered
temporary. In its
four years of
operation, the
Center has reached
capacity and
outgrown its 3,125
square feet. Windowed walls and a low ceiling in the gallery reduce the size and number of
works that can be displayed. The relatively small size of the gallery coupled with the increasing
number and size of events each year in response to the center’s growing popularity results in
overcrowding. Limited to 10 students, its small single classroom is crowded. Offerings such as
jewelry making and silver smithing that require specialized equipment and storage are restricted
to even fewer participants. The pottery studio has just 3 wheels and is unheated in the winter, so
its classes consistently have a waitlist. New programs cannot be initiated because there is no
room to offer them. Center staff works in a cramped office with no privacy. The Center has
proven its value to the community, and is ready to consider a move to a much larger facility. In
the interim, the Center will look to satellite space to expand its course offerings.
Additionally, Art for the Mountain Community’s (AMC) sculpture walk was just two years old
when the ELCC plan was written in 2001, and limited to only 10 pieces in “the Heart of
Evergreen”. Today, AMC is continually expanding its boundaries. At present, the group has
placed 16 pieces that rotate annually, and installed 23 permanent sculptures. AMC is interested
in extending their sculpture walk to Buchanan Park.
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Finally, holding Summerfest and other festivals at Heritage Grove was not in question in 2001.
By 2006, because of the concerns about the stress that festivals have placed on the Heritage
Grove land, the Center for the Arts Evergreen was looking for a new location for the popular
event.
Following is a brief summary of the requests of various interest groups interviewed by the BPI
Committees. For more individual and detailed information, see the User Group Information in
the Appendix.

Fine and Performing Arts Groups
The Center for the Arts Evergreen is willing to take the lead in organizing the arts groups to plan
the new Art Center at Buchanan Park and raise funds for a portion of its construction. This Center
would be a 12-15,000 square foot Art Center adjacent to the new Community Center. It would
house gallery space, classrooms, studios, public meeting space, a catering kitchen, offices, a gift
shop, and an intimate, flexible performance space. This performance venue, or “black box”,
could function as a rehearsal and performance space for dance or performing arts groups, or for
public lectures. The new Art Center design would be flexible to allow both arts and non-arts
programming in all spaces. See Building Recommendations in the Plan Recommendations,
section #5 for more detail.
• Dance: Evergreen dance groups could utilize space at the new Buchanan Park facility.
Windowless rooms on a lower level with mirrored walls and a wood floor would be
sufficient for classes and rehearsals. Performances with seating up to 100 could be held in
the black box. If a venue is built that is large enough to seat 300-500, some dance groups
would use it for their performances. Excellent light and sound equipment are essential.
Dressing rooms and storage areas would be helpful.
• Music: Buchanan Park will be an attractive setting for both indoor and outdoor musical
performances. Tiered seating in the amphitheater/outdoor environmental classroom will
hold over 300 with casual overflow seating for many more, and its covered stage will be
fully wired with sound and lights, carefully designed to minimize impact. Indoor
rehearsals and performances can be held in the Community Center multi-purpose room or
black box, and possibly eventually in the theater. Small ensembles could perform in the
Art Center gallery space. State of the art acoustical engineering, sound and lighting
equipment, adequate soundproofing, raised tiered seating on stage, storage and dressing
rooms will be necessities in musical performance areas.
• Performing Arts: While they hope for a true theater at some point in the future, the
dance and performing arts groups could also use space in the Community or Art Center.
A multi-use performance space (black box) that seats up to 100 preferably located in the
Art Center with movable curtains and flexible seating could be the place for rehearsals,
smaller experimental theater performances, and drama classes. The amphitheater is the
perfect setting for summer productions such as “Shakespeare in the Park”. Essential
elements of any performing arts venue will be adequate acoustics, sound and lighting
equipment. Storage and a workshop for set construction are desired.
• Visual Arts: In addition to moving from the Miller house into the new Art Center for
indoor programming, CAE would like to host their annual Summerfest arts and crafts fair
at Buchanan Park. Other outdoor art events might include the Evergreen Artists’
Association Fine Arts Festival, CAE’s Paint, Sculpt, Shoot, etc. As mentioned above, Art
for the Mountain Community plans to place sculptures along the Buchanan trails.
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Business & Civic Organizations
Picnic pavilions for outdoor parties and events top the list of land features requested by business
and civic organizations. Blue Spruce Kiwanis is raising funds, and expects to contribute $20$30,000 for a large pavilion in memory of Gene Younger. The veterans have offered to provide a
Veterans’ Memorial at the park in honor of those who served, with funds for its construction
coming from the sale of brick pavers in memory of service men and women. Many local groups
have outgrown the Lake House’s 200 seat capacity as an indoor facility, and are forced to leave
Evergreen for their fund raisers, banquets, conferences and receptions. There is a distinct need
for event space that holds 300 or more, and a large multi-function room with an adjacent full
commercial kitchen is being planned for the Community Center to accommodate that need. In
addition, non-profit organizations and community groups are seeking a comfortable, central,
informal place to get together. Meeting rooms and a fireplace lobby with seating areas, wireless
capability, a coffee shop and indoor playground in the new Community Center will be the ideal
gathering spot. A staffed reception desk, information kiosk and rotating displays will keep
visitors up to date with area happenings. The Chamber of Commerce has expressed an interest in
having a presence in the Community Center.

Adjoining Neighborhoods
The development of Buchanan Park creates a community recreational area on land once charted
for commercial development. While the park will pose significantly less impact to adjoining
neighborhoods than the townhomes, retail space and office buildings that might have been built
there, BPI Committee members have listened carefully to local homeowners, and taken the
potential impact on adjoining neighborhoods into consideration in their final recommendations.
Specifically, some local residents expressed concern about increased traffic on Bergen Parkway,
safe access to the park, and the potential noise and light pollution coming from it.
To address concerns about increased traffic volume, the BPI Committees hired traffic consultants
Felsburg, Holt & Ullevig. The firm concluded that developing Buchanan Park would increase
traffic flow an estimated 3-4%, which would not overload either Evergreen or Bergen Parkways.
(See Appendix, Project History-f for traffic study details.) In addition, the master plan
recommends a roundabout on Bergen Parkway that is designed to slow automobile traffic from
the prevailing 45 miles per hour closer to the posted speed of 35 miles per hour. The perimeter
trail around the park will eventually link to existing trails in the area – including the Pioneer Trail
and Elk Meadow. On the Bergen Parkway side, EPRD will work with adjoining neighborhoods
to assist in planning and developing the evolving community trails and crosswalks to provide
maximum access and safety to pedestrians. (See Plan Recommendations #5 – Access and
Parking for additional details.)
The outdoor amphitheater will be designed to absorb as much noise as possible, and direct
whatever is not contained to non-residential areas. In addition, the amphitheater will be planned
to minimize the light impact on adjoining residential areas. BPI Design Guidelines (Appendix,
Building Recommendations-a) specify that lighting shall be down cast, limited to a maximum
allowable height, and not cause glare. Through the interconnecting trails, neighboring
homeowners and their families will enjoy safe, easy access for playing and picnicking at
Buchanan Park.
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Nature & Environmental Education Groups
There is a great deal of community interest in an Environmental Education Center at Buchanan
Park that incorporates nature study, exhibits and interpretive hands-on displays with models and
classes in environmental awareness and sustainable living practices. The Evergreen Naturalists
Audubon Society (TENAS) will open a riparian-focused nature center in the newly remodeled
Warming Hut at Evergreen Lake in 2008. Concurrently, a coalition of environmental education
groups is forming to introduce nature walks, lectures, and classes in renewable energy, wildlife,
sustainable living and gardening at Buchanan Rec Center in 2008 as well. Potential future
offerings could include wide ranging environmental programs such as outdoor classes and
lectures in the amphitheater/outdoor education classroom or at the ponds, a geodesic dome
greenhouse, and indoor space for meetings and classes. Programs at Buchanan will be
coordinated with Audubon’s programming at Evergreen Lake. The Buchanan Park Master Plan
envisions converting one of the existing structures at the park into a “starter” Environmental
Education Center. As the program grows, its importance to the community is established, and
funds become available, the program could move into their own space in the Community Center,
where center staffing could be shared. When an Environmental Education Center does take form,
the groups request workshop space for building displays.

Sports Groups
BPI representatives met with leaders of the various sports organizations on several occasions to
discuss additional fields at Buchanan Park, which often involved discussions of District-wide
field usage and need. While some user groups, particularly those that use baseball/softball
diamonds, would like to see additional fields in Evergreen to accommodate current demands, all
the groups recognized that the District has spent considerable funds on increasing the quality and
number of fields in the District in the past few years (see summary in next paragraph). Through
these and other interviews/meetings, BPI also identified a need for pavilions and event space for
sports group banquets and fundraisers. In addition, the BPI user group input revealed a currently
unmet desire for drop-in
sports at Buchanan Park, and
activities that appeal to area
youth who do not participate
in organized sports.
Recognizing that new fields
were a high priority in 2001,
BPI looked at the current
field situation in the District.
Approximately half of the
2005 bond issue was spent on
purchasing and developing
Stagecoach Park, which
contains a full sized multipurpose field and a small
baseball diamond, and redevelopment of Marshdale
Park with two full sized multi-purpose artificial turf fields. EPRD has also built a new field at
Graham Park adjacent to Bergen Valley Elementary School that opened in 2007. In December,
2007, GOCO awarded EPRD a grant to re-develop the gravel field behind Bergen Meadow
Elementary School, which will provide two improved baseball diamonds with a full-sized multi-
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purpose field between them, expected to be completed by fall, 2008. EPRD also began a
dialogue with Denver Mountain Parks in 2007 to find ways to work together to take better
advantage of DMP's parks in the District, which may include improvements for active use
activities such as fields and tennis courts. BPI is also aware that, independent of the Buchanan
Park planning process, EPRD will involve the sports organizations as focus groups in the design
of the District-wide citizen survey that is planned for late 2008.
BPI considered the amount of space required for a new sports field and its impact on the overall
land planning for Buchanan Park. The Committees also focused on the impact that an additional
field in Buchanan Park would have on weekend traffic and parking needs during sports seasons.
In light of the above factors, and recognizing that there will be other opportunities in the District
for additional fields, the decision was made to recommend that no additional fields be placed in
Buchanan Park. (Refer to Appendix – EPRD Recreational Facilities, EPRD Major Capital
Investments.)

Youth
The interests of mountain area youth were solicited in several ways. Questionnaires were
circulated to 5 schools, ranging from upper elementary through high school. Of the more than
550 responses, the strongest preferences were for open fields, trails, an outdoor concert area, a
dog park, skatepark, and a basketball court. (Details are listed in Appendix User Group
Information-c, “Student Polling Results”.) Many respondents also requested a teen center.
Teachers would use the park for field days, plays and graduation events. The Mountain Area
Principals expressed a particular interest in an Environmental Education Center. BPI
representatives met with parents of young children in May, 2007. They voiced a strong desire for
both indoor and outdoor playgrounds, a water feature, and dual surface trails with connectivity to
existing trail systems. (See Appendix User Group Information-d, “Buchanan for Families Forum,
5-10-07” for more.) EPRD staff recommends space for day care and children’s summer camps at
the Community Center.
A wide variety of activity levels and amenities will offer something for everyone at Buchanan
Park.
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Plan Recommendations

Overview
The Buchanan Park Improvement Land and Building Committees ambitiously solicited feedback
from local individuals and organizations to determine the most appropriate plan for improving
Buchanan and Bergen Parks. The Plan Recommendations outlined in this section of this master
plan reflect the District’s goal of creating a community gathering place, while remaining
respectful of its traditional emphasis on preserving open space.
Refer to the fold-out Buchanan Park Conceptual Master Plan map at the end of this section.
The north end of the combined Bergen and Buchanan Parks – approximately 60% in this
proposed plan – is designated a “passive use zone”. There, families can walk the trails, picnic in
the pavilions, enjoy the sculptures, hold patriotic events
at the Veterans’ Memorial, play pick up sports, and attend
the occasional festival. Passive park recreation is
important to our citizens, but the planning area is one of
the few flat parks owned by the District, and the vision
for Buchanan Park has always been as a gathering place
for the community. This plan reflects that vision. Rather
than open space itself, Buchanan Park will provide access
to the vast open space in neighboring Elk and Noble
Meadows. As park users move south towards the
Buchanan Recreation Center, activity will become more
active with tiered seating for the amphitheater/outdoor
environmental classroom, the centers for community and
art surrounded by outdoor walkways and seating, and a
playground with an attractive water feature. The area
around the Rec Center will be active use, featuring the
ball fields, more pavilions, sports courts, recreational
enhancements to the ponds, and possibly ice skating and a
skate park.
The BPI Building Committee looked at several options
for centers at Buchanan Park – separate buildings on a campus, one large combined multi-use
structure, and inter-connected buildings. As detailed in “Building Recommendations”, they
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determined that interconnected centers for community, art and possibly a theater would best meet
the community need.

Character of the Park
An open, natural atmosphere that maintains the mountain character will be the goal throughout
Buchanan Park. All enhancements to the park will be consistent with the natural setting,
constructed of high quality materials, creative and inspiring in design, and built to incorporate
views at every opportunity. Berming and tucking park features below grade where possible will
limit the visual impact of the enhancements and provide added privacy. Gardens, terraces and
walkways with seating areas will connect the outdoor features and buildings.

Wildlife Considerations
The Master Plan area does not include critical habitat for or known populations of any Colorado
state-sensitive plant or wildlife species, or any U.S. Federally listed Threatened or Endangered
plant or wildlife species as protected by the Endangered Species Act. It does contain several
wildlife species that have adjusted over the years to human activity.
Habitat
The primary vegetation in Buchanan Park is montane, ponderosa pine forest, with many
specimens of centuries old trees. Some of the ponderosa stands in the park have been infected by
the mountain pine beetle. One of the areas impacted is located just east of the existing recreation
center. Since many of the trees in that area are at risk to future beetle damage, the master plan
expands the Buchanan Recreation Center into this area to minimize the removal of healthy
vegetation within other areas of the park. In addition, selective thinning and removal of dead and
dying trees near existing structures will reduce the risk of wildfire and the further spread of pine
beetle and other parasites that can affect the health of the forest.
It is virtually unavoidable that ground-disturbing activities and construction can increase the risk
of the spread of invasive and noxious weeds within the park. Noxious weeds can reduce forage
for native wildlife species like mule deer and elk. Careful management of noxious and invasive
weeds within the park can largely minimize the adverse impact on other vegetation and wildlife
habitat.
Discussions are already underway with Denver Mountain Parks to share and coordinate forest
management and vegetation maintenance practices between Bergen and Buchanan Parks to
minimize the risks of parasites and noxious weeds.
Wildlife
The terrestrial wildlife most often observed in Buchanan Park are American elk and mule deer.
These big game species, at times, tend to concentrate on the western fence line of the park along
Evergreen Parkway in the winter and summer months. According to the Colorado Division of
Wildlife’s (CDOW) geographic information system database, the park contains overall range,
winter concentration, and summer concentration habitat for elk. The area has also been mapped
as summer range for mule deer. The nearest migration corridor for mule deer is south of the park
along Troublesome Creek Gulch that runs underneath the elk bridge that carries Highway 74
automobile traffic over this area. According to CDOW data, the park lies within an historic elk
migration route. However this route has been impacted by the eight-foot elk fence that CDOT
constructed along Evergreen Parkway. Bergen Park on the north end of the project site has been
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used for ongoing recreation for 90+ years, and the wildlife in the area have become successfully
habituated to human presence. To reduce any further potential disturbance to big game species,
however, the Buchanan Park Master Plan recommends minimal development on the northern end
of the site (primarily the open meadow in the former 11-acre Lutheran property).
The park also provides existing habitat for a number of other small to mid-sized mammal species,
including fox, raccoons, striped skunk, muskrat, mountain cottontails, mice, voles, chipmunks,
and tree and ground squirrels. The park is well within the established range of a number of larger
predator mammal species, including coyote, bobcat, weasel, mountain lion and black bear, though
none of these species is known to be nesting in the park.
The park area is within the range of and likely supports very small local populations of reptiles
and amphibians commonly found in the northern Evergreen area. This would include certain
meadow snakes, lizards and salamanders.
Buchanan Park also serves as a bird habitat. Avian species including the mountain bluebird,
pygmy nuthatch, mountain chickadee, western bluebird, Caisson’s finch, Stellar’s Jay, Magpies,
Red-Tailed hawk, Cooper’s hawk, Sharp-Shinned hawk, Great Horned Owl and a number of
others may reside in or around Buchanan Park. Canada geese and several species of ducks
frequent the two ponds year-round on the south end of the park. Federal regulations require that
active bird nests be avoided during ground-disturbing activities. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act
prohibits anyone from taking an active nest or bird listed under the act. If construction or groundclearing activities are scheduled during the avian nesting season (March-October), nesting
surveys will be conducted by qualified biologists to ensure the project does not result in the
accidental destruction of an active raptor nest or any other avian nest. In addition, if a raptor nest
is found within the park, construction would not occur within .25 miles of the nest during its
active breeding season, unless approved by CDOW. If construction is scheduled outside of the
avian breeding season, biologists would still survey the site for active raptor nests to ensure the
nesting tree is left intact during project construction.
Aquatic wildlife, limited to the two ponds, includes primarily stocked trout species. Aerators in
the ponds, active year-round, help to provide a suitable habitat for these and other species of
aquatic wildlife.
Minimizing Wildlife Impacts
The meadows and larger ponderosa pines in the project area will remain largely intact and help to
preserve existing wildlife habitat. Because of the site’s 100+ year history of existing structures,
toll-roads, automobile highways, and ongoing recreational use, the Buchanan Park Master Plan
should not have any additional adverse effect on wildlife populations or plant communities. Park
development will incorporate proactive conservation measures such as weed control, retention of
older, large diameter trees, and pre-construction avian surveys to preserve the site’s natural
resources and minimize impacts to the bird and animal wildlife that make it their home.

Existing Improvements at Buchanan Park
At present, the park features portions of the Pioneer Trail, two ball fields, a playground and two
stocked fishing ponds, in addition to the Buchanan Recreation Center and the Center for the Arts
Evergreen Art Center.
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Recommended Land Features
• Trails: The existing Pioneer Trail, a major 10-foot wide north-south trail through the
park, provides linkage to other regional trails and Elk Meadow. The BPI Committees
recommend consulting with CDOT and the Jefferson County Department of Highways
and Transportation to develop appropriate linkage to Soda Creek. The current trail will be
improved and
expanded to
include a
perimeter hard
and soft
surface loop
around the
park.
Perimeter
trails will
meander
through the
trees, and
interconnect
with
secondary
interior trails
and structures,
the community trails and pedestrian crosswalks across Bergen Parkway, and regional trails
leading to open space areas. EPRD will work with adjoining neighborhoods to plan and
develop crosswalks and access trails to the park that optimize pedestrian safety and access.
Hard surface trails will be 5 and 8 feet wide, except in places where they will
accommodate vehicles. Vehicle access trails will be 10 feet wide. Soft surface trails will
be 4 feet wide, made of a crusher fines material. Wherever possible, trails will be ADA
compliant. Distance markers at ! mile intervals and “walk” and “bike” markers will
guide use. In addition to the improved trails, equestrian access will be permitted along the
west side of the park to connect Soda Creek with Elk Meadow.
• Gardens: Attractive xeriscaped gardens requiring minimal maintenance will be
interspersed throughout the park to enhance trails, seating areas, outdoor park features,
and buildings. Plantings will feature a variety of hardy, drought-tolerant native
perennials, shrubs and trees that attract birds and butterflies, and are resistant to deer and
elk. Signage and labels can create a learning environment for all ages.
• Sculpture Walk: A Sculpture Walk will wind its way along the trails through Buchanan
Park. Pedestals and the rotating art that adorns them will be provided through Art for the
Mountain Community. Some sculptures might be surrounded by xeriscaped gardens and
where possible, there will be private nooks with “sculptural” seating.
• Festival Area / Open Fields: The suggested site for the open field area is in the space
with fewer trees on the former Lutheran property, which makes it ideal for pick-up games,
flying kites, and throwing frisbees. The field will be over-seeded with resilient grasses to
withstand higher use. During festivals, booths can be placed on either side of the Pioneer
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Trail and in the open field area. EPRD would carefully monitor the impact of festivals on
the plant life in the park to determine the number of festivals per year that are appropriate
for the land. Easy access from Bergen Parkway and an ample and accessible loading area
for exhibitors, equipment, etc., will be essential for festivals and concerts.
• Picnic Pavilions: Covered picnic pavilions were the number one request of the user
groups interviewed. Three additional pavilions are recommended for the park – one large
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and two smaller. All three will complement the Denver Mountain Parks architectural style
as illustrated by the structures at Bergen Park, and all three will be designed to support
facility rental, include barbecue grills, and restroom facilities either adjacent to or built
into the structure. The large pavilion will accommodate 100+ people overlooking the
current ball fields, and will be co-sponsored by the Blue Spruce Kiwanis. It will have
barbecue grills, a storage area and restroom facilities included. Two additional pavilions

will each accommodate 40+. One of the smaller pavilions will be located to the north of
the ball fields at the existing playground. The other will be situated close to the ponds,
and function as both a picnic and a wedding facility.
• Veterans’ Memorial: A memorial to those who served and the families who supported
them will be sponsored by the American Legion Post #2001 – Evergreen, and situated in
the northwest corner of the former Lutheran parcel, away from the festival area and ball
fields. A quiet, contemplative area will feature three flags, eight large stones with plaques

commemorating each of the major conflicts, and bench seating around a semi-circular
path. The path will be lined with 150 linear feet of brick pavers dedicated to individual
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veterans (@ 500 bricks), the proceeds of which will support its construction. Initially, the
flags will not be lighted at night. If solar power or electricity is made available and
District policy allows, lighting the flags may be considered for the future. Guns, cannons
or other war icons are not appropriate at Buchanan Park, and are not planned at the
memorial.
• Adventure Playground with Tree House and Water Feature: One of the highlights of
Buchanan Park will be a “destination” playground designed around a “pine tree” theme.
The Committees recommend that the playground be located near a pavilion, the ball
fields, and the Community, Art and Rec Centers. It will include an elevated forest tree

house, shallow water and sand area for toddlers with a pine cone play house, tree roots
climbing features for various age groups, low ropes course (under ten feet), musical
feature, log slide, fantasy secret tunnel, an educational feature on reading tree rings, and
elements to engage and entertain adults and seniors. Playground equipment will be
innovative, imaginative and exciting. There will be safe, resilient surfaces beneath the
various features, and portions of the playground will be ADA accessible. Slides and
climbing gyms will be fashioned from material that does not absorb too much heat in the
sun.
• Amphitheater/Outdoor Environmental Classroom: A three-tiered amphitheater and
outdoor environmental classroom will be situated in the treed area on the north side of the
ridge line to take advantage of the natural contour of the land. Minimizing the effect of
light and noise on adjacent neighborhoods has been taken into consideration in planning
the centrally located amphitheater. Where possible, it can be bermed to further limit the
visual and acoustical impact. Seating on tier 1 will be fixed for approximately 100 people
on stone seatwalls at tight intervals for up-close engagement during events. A second tier
will have flat, benched ground to accommodate another 200 people on blankets, lawn or
folding chairs. The third tier will be an informal overflow area with a more picnic-like
atmosphere. The seating and stage design will be consistent with the stone and log
architecture at Bergen Park. A covered stage with a slanted roof will be fully wired with
sound and lights for musical performances, lectures and presentations.
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• Pond Enhancements: Sculptures, gardens, a pavilion, and seating areas that incorporate
the views will delight the general public. A partial boardwalk will provide access to the
edge of the water for people with disabilities.
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• Multi-Use Courts and Skating:
o Multi-Use Courts: Many age groups have expressed a keen interest in tennis
and basketball courts at Buchanan Park. Evergreen students have a distinct
preference for a skateboard park, basketball and volleyball courts. What is built
at the park will be determined by community demand, cost and what else is
available in the community at the time construction is being planned. Generally,
the multi-use court will be concrete, and will have the ability to multi-program
for pick-up basketball, volleyball, etc. For safety reasons, in line skating
facilities should be separate from the ball sports.
o Tennis Courts: Additional tennis courts can be added near the multi-use court
or on the eastern parcel of Bergen Park across Bergen Parkway if Denver
Mountain Parks permits and there are not duplicate facilities in the vicinity.
o Covered Skating: Warmer weather has limited ice skating at Evergreen Lake.
An area for in line skating or other hard court use in the summer that converts to
ice skating in the winter is another possibility at Buchanan Park. The cost to
install a concrete floor with piping and refrigeration that would last 20-30 years
would be $500,000-$600,000 – a price tag the community would have to
determine if it wanted to pay. Community interest, need and support will be
assessed before final decisions are made.
• Fireplace / Hearth Gathering Place: One or more outdoor fireplaces will facilitate
gatherings during the cooler months. Potential locations might be by the Community
Center and/or near the ponds.
• Skatepark: A different venue than the facility at the Evergreen Recreation Center is
preferred, with paths, ramps and rails. The area could be flexible in design to serve
multiple uses. The estimated cost for a concrete bowl would be an additional $200,000+,
and the Committees observed at site visits that the bowl shape fills with snow, which
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might make it unusable in the winter months. It will be important to consult area youth
and test the community response before deciding on a final plan.
• Restrooms: Wherever possible, flush toilets should be attached to buildings, and
accessible at all times.
In other areas, the
Committees support
the environmental
value of composting
“vault” (underground)
toilets if they are cost
effective, open year
round, and easy to
maintain.
• Signage: All signage
will have an identity
that is individual and
recognizable. The
Committees
recommend a stone
and timber base
design reminiscent of
the 1930’s, with more
contemporary laser
cut metal signage.
Signs for
identification,
pedestrian and
vehicular wayfinding,
regulatory and
interpretation will be
used. See Appendix –
Signage Recommendations for specifics and locations.
• Other Possibilities To Be Determined
o Greenhouse: Global Children’s Gardens has proposed a geodesic dome
greenhouse at Buchanan Park that demonstrates a working model of organic
gardening and sustainable living practices. The organization has potential access
to construction funds.
o Frisbee Golf: If Denver Mountain Parks is amenable – and if tennis courts are
not installed at that location – the Committees recommend a frisbee golf course
on the east portion of Bergen Park.
o Reading Garden: A seating area with xeriscaped gardens situated off a trail and
tucked into the land where people could read, romance, contemplate or converse
is highly desirable.
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Building Recommendations
During the planning process, the BPI Committees developed a 20+-year vision for interconnected
centers as the pinnacle of Buchanan Park. Upon completion, the Buchanan Park campus will
include an expanded Recreation Center, a Community Center, Environmental Education Center,
Art Center, and possibly a Theater. The centers will be uniquely Evergreen in design, and offer
mountain area residents new opportunities to enjoy community and culture. They will be built in
a timeless, attractive, environmentally conscious design, and will be of such quality that the
campus will become known as Evergreen’s “crown jewel” – a lively, exciting place where people
will want to return time and time again for its rich variety of visual and performing arts,
community and environmental programs and activities.
For each recommendation listed below, there is a table with
estimated gross square footages. Please note that all square
footages are preliminary, and subject to change with the
recommendations of a District-wide feasibility study and
community needs analysis.
Buchanan Park Recreation Center Expansion
To serve the growing community need, the District has
discussed that an addition onto the existing recreation center
could likely be necessary in the future. Possible additions could
include a gymnasium with a suspended indoor track, a cycling
room, an aerobic/dance studio, a cardio equipment room, storage
rooms, and additional space whose use will be determined.
Potential Programming: By increasing the center’s square
footage, EPRD will be able to offer additional programming and
alleviate the overcrowded conditions that currently exist in
several areas: cardio equipment, space for aerobics and cycling
classes. The additions will allow EPRD to both provide better
service and increase revenue.
• Gymnasium: A new gym will add capacity and increase revenue through expanded courtbased programs such as basketball, volleyball, and a play area for school children. It will
also serve as an activity and staging area for a future summer day camp. When combined
with the full park enhancements, the gym will
Buchanan Recreation Center
Expansion
provide an unprecedented site for a dynamic
summer day camp. In addition, it will increase
Gymnasium
facility usage by adding extra value to annual pass
Indoor Track
Cycling Room
holders and drop in customers.
Aerobics / Dance Studio
• Indoor track: Especially convenient in the cold
Cardio Equipment Room
weather, an indoor track would alleviate pressure
Storage
Space for future use, to be determined
on cardio equipment while providing a place for
Mechanical, contingent & circulation
Evergreen citizens to safely run or walk during the
space (20%)
winter months. It could be used as an alternate
Estimated Total Gross Square
training site for our local teams (i.e. high school
Footage: 20,000 square feet
cross country), which are currently impacted by
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spring weather challenges.
• Cycling room: Cycling – both road and mountain – is very popular in our community.
The current cycling room is at capacity and needs to be expanded to 1,000 square feet.
When the weather turns cold, the cycling community will fill the new state of the art
cycling room.
• Aerobics/Dance Studio: Currently there are no dance classes at BPRC because there is
no dance studio. Aerobics classes are held in a community room, which is less than
optimal. Moving the existing aerobics and yoga classes into a new dedicated studio would
allow these programs to be expanded, and free the community room for community use.
• Cardio Equipment Room: There is a great deal of demand for cardio workout areas, and
current center facilities run at capacity during peak times.
On the whole, the current recreation center is at capacity in several key areas. Further, existing
space constraints prevent the expansion of new and popular programming. When coupled with
the full Buchanan Park plan, the enhanced recreation center will provide a key resource to grow
and deliver programs to all constituents in our community.
New Community Center and Art Center
The 2001 Buchanan Park Master Plan findings indicated support by the people for a Community
Center. At that time, the CAE Art Center did not exist. In 2003, the Rec District rented the
Miller House at Buchanan Park to the Evergreen Area Arts Council (now CAE) for $1 per year to
completely refurbish the house and establish an Art Center. The Art Center has demonstrated its
value to the community and has outgrown its current space. The initial buildings at Buchanan
Park will be an interconnected Community Center and Art Center that will become a focal point
for “what’s happening” in Evergreen. Adjacency will offer an exciting synergy between the arts
and community events, allow programming to overlap, accommodate large events by combining
space at both centers, and be more cost effective in terms of construction, maintenance and
management.

As the first new structures, the Community and Art Centers will set the tone for the entire
campus, and are envisioned as “an architectural homerun”. If desired and supported by the
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community, an Environmental Education Center and a Theater could be completed in a later
phase.
Phased Approach
The centerpiece of the campus will be a Community Center, with connections to an Art Center,
and potentially and Environmental Education Center and a Theater. To achieve such an
expansive vision for our community, building construction will be phased over time as public
support and funding allow.
1. The Buchanan Recreation Center expansion and the new Community and Art Centers
would be built in the initial phases. (See Plan Recommendations #5 – Buchanan Park
Recreation Center Expansion for details on that aspect of the plan.)
2. The Environmental Education Center could begin in one of the existing structures at the
park. When its purpose and function are more clearly defined, it could possibly move
into a facility at that time. If a need is identified and funding is secured, a Theater could
complete the campus.
This master plan defines a footprint and design guidelines for all of the centers, but concentrates
direction and detail on the Community and Art Centers planned for the initial phase.
Building Design Features
The entrance leading to the buildings will allow visitors to “discover” them as they drive or walk
towards them. All new structures will be people friendly, human in scale, and built with stone,
timber and glass to create a natural “mountain lodge” feel. Every effort will be made to construct
environmentally sound buildings that incorporate the mountain views and invite the outside in.
The centers will be connected to each other by covered, enclosed walkways and courtyards, with
ample patio seating and pleasing gardens.
Warm, inviting main entries will set the theme for each center. Each building in the complex will
have its own entrance, and be linked to the other centers via outdoor terraces and walkways.
Inter-connection between building interior spaces will be by wide hallways with seating areas in
comfortable little nooks, and large windows that frame wooded and mountain views. Central to
each building, lobby areas will be a fun place to gather before center events and a source for
information and way finding. Interior common areas will be spacious and open with attractive,
inviting entrances, appealing and usable space. Wherever possible, rooms will be flexible enough
to serve multiple uses. To minimize the building footprint, part of the structures will be two-story
above ground, with below grade level space for additional classrooms and storage. Elevators and
doors will be large enough to accommodate equipment and art. A service corridor and loading
dock in the back will serve all centers. Local non-profits, organizations and citizens will be able
to utilize the meeting rooms, classrooms and event spaces.
By the time the centers are finished, it is projected that the cost of utilities will be higher than they
are today. Green buildings fueled by renewable energy where possible will demonstrate
environmental responsibility and keep operating costs more reasonable. While it is recognized
that the initial construction costs may be higher, the Committees strongly recommend that all new
construction be LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Certified. (See Design
Guidelines, Appendix under Building Recommendations for further details.) The Buchanan Park
centers will serve as a model for an environmentally conscious approach to building materials,
utilities and maintenance that make use of renewable resources, demonstrate sustainability in
action, and provide a showcase for forward-thinking local builders.
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Siting Recommendations
The ideal location for the centers is along the ridge that runs northwest to southeast just north of
the Buchanan Recreation Center. Placement at that location will elevate the buildings and
maximize view corridors. The centers can be tucked into the hillside to minimize the visual
impact of the buildings on the park, and allow for the inclusion of usable, accessible lower levels.
Building Cost Estimates
The master plan recommends a feasibility study be conducted to determine detailed estimates for
facility construction and operation costs. (See Feasibility Study under #6, Action Plan – Next
Steps.)
Community Center
A large fireplace lounge will greet visitors warmly to the
Community Center. In it will be numerous seating areas
for small informal meetings and classes, and some high
banquettes equipped with wireless capability and
computers for meetings, studying, etc. A reception
desk/visitors’ center will provide information about the
center, parks, recreation, community events, etc. A kiosk
information area will have printed resources such as maps,
brochures and schedules for various events, local issues,
classes, etc., and be the meeting point for programs,
classes, hikes, and field trips. History, special interest, art,
nature and wildlife exhibits will rotate to keep the look
fresh and current. A coffee shop/snack bar will be located
near adult seating and an indoor children’s play area
consistent with the park’s natural theme. Open seven days
a week, the lobby will provide continual site management
for the entire campus and eliminate the need for duplicate
staff.

Community Center Item
Fireplace lobby with reception desk,
information kiosk, seating areas and an
indoor playground
Multi-Purpose Room for special events up to
300: subdividable, with storage, adjacent to
kitchen, outdoor terraces and service
corridor
Program and light exercise areas,
classrooms, day care, teen center
Offices/Support Areas: Administrative,
meeting and conference rooms
Kitchen: Commercial & catering
Coffee Shop/Snack Bar
Restrooms
Storage
Service corridor adjacent, with exterior
access
Circulation, mechanical & contingency
space (20%)
Estimated Total Gross Square Footage:
20-30,000 square feet

The master plan research indicates that the community needs a larger multi-purpose event space
with banquet facilities for 300 or more to accommodate fundraisers, receptions and private
parties. The potential to hold even larger events shared between the Community and Art Center
facilities will add more options as the community grows. A full commercial kitchen between the
Community and Art Centers will support events in multiple areas, caterers and cooking classes.
The event space will have access both to the kitchen and outdoor terraces, and will be designed
and engineered to be acoustically sound. Meeting and classrooms, administrative and volunteer
offices, restrooms and storage will complete the community need.
Potential Community Center Programming: There is the possibility for a great deal of
synergy between the arts and recreational programming at the Community Center. As a
guideline, those physical activities that require locker room facilities will be held at Buchanan
Recreation Center. Activities that do not require locker rooms can take place at the Community
Center. Programming could include:
• General Public: Classes in aerobics, yoga, mat Pilates, weaving, quilting, cooking,
music, photography, languages, flower arranging, etc. Other activities could include a
book club, ballroom and square dancing, breakfast/lunch with featured chef or community
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•

•
•
•

speaker, writing and story telling, college extension courses, small musical ensembles,
orchestral concerts and theater productions.
Youth: Fantastic indoor playground, substantial room for preschool care & programs (i.e.
little chefs, music, etc.), summer day camp, early childhood and family education, and
dance classes. A teen center with programming designed by area youth and directed by a
knowledgeable, likable director is desired by many.
Seniors: SilverSneakers® senior exercise program, bridge club, ping-pong and lunches.
Private Functions: Sports, school and service group banquets, retreats, conventions,
receptions, non-profit meetings and weddings.
Additional Uses: Administrative offices for EPRD, classrooms and meeting rooms, focal
point for race start/stops and other community events.

Art Center
As mentioned in the overall vision for the buildings, the
CAE Art Center is rapidly outgrowing its current 3,125
square feet, and is ready for an expanded structure that can
house even more programs to enrich the community.

Art Center Item

In addition, a flexible performance space known as a “black
box” that seats up to 100 for dance and theater productions,
rehearsals and classes is a priority. The black box will
feature a high ceiling to accommodate light and sound
equipment, a portable stage, wood floor, curtains, flexible
seating and floor lighting to guide patrons. A gift shop
should be accessible from both the Art Center and the
Community Center. It is also desirable for the facility to
have storage space, and restrooms and classrooms that
could serve as dressing rooms.

Gift Shop / Reception / Library

Potential Art Center Programming:

Lobby
Galleries
Classrooms / Pottery Studio
Black Box
Small Kitchen /Breakroom
Access to Commercial Kitchen
Offices & Meeting Rooms
Workshop
Restrooms
Storage
Circulation, mechanical & contingency
space (20%)
Estimated Total Gross Square Footage:
12-15,000 square feet

• Classes: Introductory Classes to welcome newcomers to the world of fine art, Master
Classes – specialized, one-day offerings with well-known individuals on art, music,
theater, etc., Technique Classes to enhance the skills of the emerging artist, Teen
Workshops for teen artists and at-risk youth, Children’s Workshops, Lecture & Brown
Bag Series to enhance art appreciation, Theater Stage Craft.
• Summer Camps for various ages, in various mediums, even overnights
• Art Experience: Gallery shows from the nationally known to the emerging artist – a
constantly changing invitation to the community to experience arts.
• Art Enjoyment: Galleries & classrooms can be used as a backdrop for other community
events, i.e. a theater intermission break, board meetings, receptions, retreats, private
parties, children’s birthday parties and weddings.
• Black Box: One Act Plays, Original Scripts, Smaller Productions, Improv Workshops,
Readers’ Theater, Senior Theater, Auditions, Recitals
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Community Center Future Expansion
Environmental Education Center
The Committees recommend engaging a coalition of environmental organizations or interested
stakeholders to establish a mountain Environmental Education Center (EEC) on the Buchanan
campus. At the current time, the environmental groups are in the early stages of developing
collaborative programs for the community, but are not in a position to plan a mutual building. An
EEC could begin as a “starter home” in one of the existing buildings on the property. As its
function, relationship to Audubon’s nature center at the old Warming Hut at Evergreen Lake, and
place in the community are defined, an additional building or wing in the Community Center can
be considered. Emerging needs for an EEC are identified as follows:
• Nature, wildlife and sustainable living and building
Environmental Education Center Item
practices exhibits, dioramas and hands on displays +
live exhibits i.e. fish and snake tanks
Lobby/Exhibit Space/Informational Kiosks
• Office and meeting rooms for classes, lectures, etc.
Meeting & Classrooms
• Adjacency to the amphitheater or outdoor
Offices
classrooms for outdoor programs
Kitchenette
• Information on local activities such as nearby trails,
Workshop
forests, wildlife, etc.
Restrooms
• Transitions to outdoor areas with courtyards,
Storage
gardens, a greenhouse, interpretive trails, fish
Mechanical, contingent & circulation space
observatory, pond walk, and plantings with
(20%)
interpretive signage
• Kitchenette
Estimated Total Gross Square Footage:
• Workshop to fabricate exhibits and displays
3-5,000 square feet
• Storage
(See Appendix, Building Recommendations-c, “Environmental Education Proposal” for further
detail.)
Potential Environmental Education Center Programming:
• Classes: Gardening in the Rockies, Get Started Birding, Birding with Kids and
Grandkids, Sustainable Living Practices, Green Building, Noxious Plants, Front Range
Conifers, Fishing Clinics, Our Night Sky, classes coordinated with preschool/daycare and
local K-12 schools
• Lectures: Fire Mitigation in the Red Zone, Native Plants, Managing the Beetle
Population, Neighborhood Noxious Plants, Building Green in the Mountains, Geology of
Water Acquisition in Our Watershed, Living with Wildlife, Natural History of Evergreen,
School Interpretive Programs
• Nature Walks: Natural History of Evergreen, Mountain Meadow Wildflowers, Bluebirds
in Elk Meadow, Turkeys at Thanksgiving, Colorado Conifers, Timberline Trek, Night Sky
at the Amphitheater, School Programs
• Exhibits: Renewable Energy, Wildlife Mounts, Colorado Fish, Fire Mitigation in the Red
Zone, Pine Beetle Cycles, Environmentally Sound Building Techniques, Native Plants,
Living with Wildlife.
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Theater
The Committees have determined there is a possible future need for a 300 to 500 seat theater, and
provision has been made in the park plan for its placement. This theater is viewed by the
Committee as a long-term vision, to be built after the
Theater Item
Community, Art and Environmental Education Centers. It
would accommodate choral and orchestral events, theater
Seats with sloped floor & fixed seating
and dance performances, and lectures. Collaboration
Stage
among the performing arts groups will be essential in
Lobby/Exhibit Space
Reception Hall
defining and developing the vision.
Potential Theater Programming:
• Performances: local music, theater and dance
companies, home for a group or traveling shows
• Theater Festivals – multi-day events featuring
traveling companies
• Classes & Lectures
• Rehearsals
• Auditions
• Recitals

Concessions
Workshop for building sets
Green Room
Dressing Rooms & Restrooms
Traproom/Storage
Restrooms for patrons
Circulation, mechanical & contingency
space (20%)
Estimated Total Gross Square Footage –
12-18,000 square feet

Total Proposed Building Additions
The Buchanan Park Master Plan recommends an approximately 20,000 square foot expansion of
the existing rec center, plus a Community Center of approximately 20-30,000 square feet, and an
Art Center between 12 and 15,000 square feet. If the master plan were completely built as
defined above with an additional 3-5,000 square foot Environmental Education Center and a 1218,000 square foot Theater, the new complex would add approximately 47-68,000 in gross square
footage, with a building footprint of 34-38,000 square feet. By comparison, the existing
Buchanan Recreation Center building is 33,000 square feet, with an approximately 18,000 square
foot building footprint. The proposed rec center expansion will increase the footprint by an
estimated additional 20,000 square feet to a total of 38,000 square feet and a total gross square
footage of 53,000 square feet. The final vision for the new centers at Buchanan Park is an
exciting and welcoming complex that is nestled into the landscape, lovely to look at, and built
with respect for the environment.
Additional Amenities May Include:
• Cafe to enable people to enjoy the park without having to leave to eat.
• Concessions in the park for snacks and beverages and/or to rent picnic items, snowshoes,
cross country gear, bikes, etc.
• Artist or Naturalist in Residence Accommodations in one of the existing structures.
Use of Existing Buildings
All buildings currently owned are available for EPRD occupancy except as noted, and could be
used as temporary facilities for a variety of programs. Following is an assessment of the current
state of the buildings at Buchanan Park. Some would require substantial improvements to bring
them up to building codes.
• Former Fahnenstiel/Zihlman House: 1100 square feet on the main level with a useable
dormered attic and concrete basement below grade level. The electrical system would not
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conform to current building code requirements. The house uses well water and appears to
be connected to the Evergreen Metro District sewer system. The potential for re-use is
limited, but it could be used as a rental in the short-term and a potential “starter home” for
a Teen or Environmental Education Center later on.
• Former Fahnenstiel House (Adele): This house has had several additions, creating
somewhat awkward spaces and stepped transitions between rooms. It has a partially
finished basement. The electrical system is outdated and inadequate for any other use. It
is assumed the house is on well water and EMD sanitary sewer system. The potential for
re-use is limited.
• Former Ogle House: Of all the existing structures at the park, this approximately 1,300
square foot house has the most character and appeal. It is situated pleasingly among the
trees, and is nicely appointed with log detailing, an open floor plan, and a fireplace. It has
recently been renovated by EPRD for administrative offices. Potential future uses could
include serving as a “starter home” for the park’s first Environmental Education Center,
meeting space, or accommodations for visiting artists or naturalists in residence. The
recommended site for the new building campus requires moving this house.
• Urgent Care Center: The approximately 1,600 square foot building is the only structure
with updated electrical and telecommunication systems. Amenities include an accessible
main level, covered front porch and fireplace. The building could be re-used for
administrative offices, an Environmental Education Center, or a Teen Center. It is under
lease until 2010.

Access and Parking
To determine the impact of the planned development and the ideal access to Buchanan Park, the
Committees hired Felsburg, Holt & Ullevig to conduct a traffic study. (See Appendix-f, Project
History for the complete study and recommendations.) They determined that the proposed
improvement of Buchanan Park would increase traffic on both Evergreen and Bergen Parkways
by 3-4%, which is a negligible amount that would not overload either road.
Emergency vehicle access requires more than one entrance to the park. The firm concluded that
the best access to the park is at the current entrance at Ellingwood Trail, with a looped drive
passing by each of the centers, and a right exit onto Evergreen Parkway at the current urgent care
center. Another light at that location is not feasible because it does not meet the required " mile
distance between lights. To facilitate exiting traffic from large events at the park, they suggest
contacting CDOT to change the timing of the lights during off peak hours. They estimate that
85% or more of the traffic will enter the park from Evergreen Parkway.
A second access point from Bergen Parkway will serve the festival area, amphitheater and the
service corridor behind the buildings. The traffic consultants’ recommendation was access
opposite the commercial area, offset from both Keystone and Broadmoor to minimize cut
throughs. A proposed roundabout will provide needed access from the east, with the additional
benefit of calming traffic.
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In all planning, care will be taken to assure safe pedestrian access to the park from both
parkways. Turn lanes for all accesses to the park are recommended, but will not be paid for by
CDOT.
Parking will be sufficient to the park’s daily needs, and as unobtrusive as possible. It will be
designed in sections, nestled among the trees, and within 300 feet of the building it is designed to
serve. Parking will not be designed to accommodate peak events. There are approximately 1200
existing parking spaces within a quarter-mile of the park at nearby schools, businesses, the fire
station, and the RTD Park n’Ride. Since festivals and peak events will occur outside of business
hours, it is anticipated that these entities can be approached about using their parking spaces
during large events, and transporting people from them to the park via shuttles.

Collaboration with Denver Mountain Parks
Buchanan Park is bordered on the north by Bergen Park, a 25-acre parcel which was donated to
Denver Mountain Parks (DMP) by Oscar
Johnson in 1915. Bergen Parkway divides the
property into two sections.
The approximately 6-acre eastern parcel of
Bergen Parkway has 4 usable picnic tables, an
old charcoal fireplace, and a stone restroom
that is no longer usable. The west side of
Bergen Park features 12 outdoor picnic tables,
3 outdoor charcoal grills, two covered picnic
pavilions constructed of stone and log (1 large
with 2 tables and a charcoal fireplace, and 1
small with one table), a horseshoe pit, sand
volleyball court, and 1 usable vault restroom
with facilities for men and women. A portion
of the Pioneer Trail extends from Buchanan
Park north, and runs along the western edge of
Bergen Park, terminating at the traffic
roundabout where Highway 65 ends at Bergen
Parkway.
On August 2, 2006, the fence separating
Buchanan and Bergen Parks was dismantled,
symbolizing the potential for both parks to be
planned contiguously to enhance the experience of the park visitor, who is largely unaware of or
concerned about property lines between governmental agencies. Denver Mountain Parks has
indicated a strong willingness for light use of Bergen Park, including a dual surface perimeter
trail, and periodic festivals on the western, primary portion of the park. They are even open to
considering allowing EPRD to make limited capital park improvements for outdoor
recreation such as tennis courts or a frisbee golf course on the eastern parcel. In exchange for
these amenities, EPRD will consider providing in kind services to DMP such as forestry,
watering, weed control, mowing, and local volunteer services as needed to maintain the property.
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DMP is in the middle of the first Master Plan update for the entire 14,000-acre Mountain Parks
System in 95 years. Four thousand of those acres are located within EPRD’s boundaries. The
EPRD Executive Director and one of the Board members were invited to participate in the
planning. Since DMP’s Master Plan
and the Buchanan Park Improvement
Master Plan are both partially funded
by GOCO grants, opportunities exist
to coordinate the respective plans.
Regarding intergovernmental
agreements (IGA’s) between Denver
Mountain Parks and other local
government entities, DMP Natural
Resources Manager Susan Baird said
in an article in the Canyon Courier on October 17, 2007, “Wherever we have shared boundaries
or shared interests, we’ll continue to form in-kind partnerships.” (“Denver’s Highland Havens”
by Steve Knapp, p. 13B) Since DMP and EPRD already have in place a very successful IGA
governing the use of the Lake House that sits within DMP’s Dedisse Park, any further agreements
concerning Buchanan Park may simply take the form of an amendment to that existing document.
The Buchanan Park Improvement Committees are grateful to Denver Mountain Parks for their
willingness to plan Buchanan and Bergen Parks as one unit. (See Appendix – User Group
Information-g for a letter of support from DMP Park Manager Kim Bailey.) EPRD will continue
to dialogue with DMP to develop the area as one seamless park as Buchanan Park plans progress.

Policy Recommendations to EPRD
New policies governing such issues as naming rights, concessions and sales, lighting, signage and
tenants will need to be formulated by District staff. Hours of operation, land and park use,
alcohol, and other operational issues will need to be coordinated with Denver Mountain Parks to
insure consistency wherever possible.
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Funding Plan and Next Steps

Overview
The Buchanan Park Master Plan recommends that park development be phased over time. This
phased approach has proven to be a viable and successful method for large District projects in the
past – including the purchase of the land to create the park. Some of the land features at
Buchanan Park will be funded by the District in annual budgeted improvements. The 2008
District budget includes construction of the portion of the trail along the east side of the park to
complete a hard surfaced perimeter trail around the entire park.
Following the approval of the master plan, EPRD and the Center for the Arts Evergreen plan to
partner in conducting a feasibility study in early 2008 that will further clarify the building size,
scope, function, timing and cost the community will support. The study will also identify specific
funding sources, and provide a business plan to execute its recommendations. In addition, the
District plans to conduct a community-wide needs analysis in 2008-2009 to further evaluate the
community’s preferences for facilities and programs. The information from the feasibility study
and the community needs analysis will influence the best course for a community-driven, phased
approach to funding the proposed buildings at Buchanan.
This master plan provides the framework for how EPRD will work with identified partners to
conduct funding campaigns for each of the six primary park projects listed below. Additionally,
major components of these projects, such as estimates of capital cost and timing, should be
included in the periodic updates of EPRD’s 5-year plan.

Funding Plan
Phased Approach
A park the size and scope of Buchanan has and will continue to require a long-term community
commitment and effort. Just as the past investments and improvements made at Buchanan Park
have been phased over time, future investments will continue to be of a phased nature. This
incremental approach to funding and construction is consistent with the way in which EPRD is
able to acquire and appropriate capital funds. Phasing has proven to be a successful EPRD
strategy for keeping individual projects to a manageable size and scope that meet evolving
community needs, and for seeking appropriate matching investments. It is also consistent with
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the requirement that current EPRD Boards must not make decisions that overly commit future
Boards to specific large financial commitments whose funding is not fully secured.
The Evergreen community has demonstrated its understanding and willingness to pursue this
phased approach and to maintain a continuing level of support and enthusiasm for the park as it
evolves and grows. Since 1994, the community has invested almost $15 million at the park to
construct ball fields and playgrounds, build the Buchanan Recreation Center, and continue to
support land acquisition efforts to expand the park to its envisioned 67 acre size. In another ten to
twenty years, to realize the remaining components outlined in this Master Plan, it will likely
require an additional $15 - $20 million investment. While two-thirds of the initial $15 million
was to secure the land, almost all of the remaining investment will be directly invested in
providing new and exciting park improvements that will address the needs of a growing and
changing Evergreen community
Key to attracting additional funding will be analyzing and packaging the six major projects that
will require funding, identifying strategic funding partnerships, and targeting specific funding
sources with high likelihood of success.
Primary Park Projects
The following four projects represent the core investments that have been identified for Buchanan
Park. They are not necessarily presented in priority order.
1.) Outdoor Park Improvements: These individual projects represent those outdoor
investments that are not major buildings or infrastructure in support of such buildings.
These projects include trails, gardens, pavilions, playgrounds, sculpture walk,
amphitheater, active recreation venues for tennis, skating, and other multi-use functions,
pond edge enhancements, and the veterans’ memorial.
2.) Community Center and Related Infrastructure: The scope of this project will include
the construction of the venue described earlier as the Community Center, including the
related infrastructure for utilities, parking and traffic access. (See #5 Plan
Recommendations, Building Recommendations, Community Center, page 41.)
3.) Art Center: Construction of the building described earlier as the Art Center will be the
focus of this aspect of the plan. (See #5 Plan Recommendations, Art Center, Page 42,)
4.) Recreation Center Expansion. This project will construct the expansion of the existing
Buchanan Recreation Center, and any additional infrastructure required to support the
expansion, such as utilities and parking. (See #5 Plan Recommendations, Buchanan
Recreation Center Expansion, Page 38.)
The following two projects represent the optional investments that have been identified in the
Master Plan for Buchanan Park that, if pursued and funding is secured, will likely occur in the
future after the first four projects have been completed. They are not necessarily presented in
priority order.
5.) Community Center Expansion: This project will construct a future expansion to the
Community Center as needed to accommodate future identified needs that are supported
by the community. The master planning effort identified two possible uses for such an
expanded building, including a Theater and an Environmental Education Center. A
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building envelope adjacent to the Community Center site has been reserved to
accommodate this type of expansion.
6.) Land Acquisition: All of the land parcels identified in the Buchanan Park 2001 Master
Plan have been purchased with the exception of one 2-acre piece. Since this remaining
parcel does not provide strategic value for connectivity or traffic access, it has not been
included in the master plan schematic designs, and no future park improvements have
been located on this private property. However, should the land become available, an
acceptable price negotiated, and if funding is obtainable, the District might consider
acquiring this parcel.
Key Partnerships
Partnering with other organizations and stakeholders will leverage EPRD’s ability to fund and
manage an expanded Buchanan Park. This collaboration will require expanding existing
relationships and cultivating new ones.
1.) Center for the Arts Evergreen: The CAE currently operates and manages the Art
Center adjacent to the Buchanan Recreation Center. As the current site of the Art Center
may likely be needed for expansion of the Recreation Center, and since the popularity of
the Art Center requires additional space in the future, the CAE will be a strategic partner
in the design, funding and operation of the new Art Center as described in the master
plan.
2.) Denver Mountain Parks: Since the 25-acre Bergen Park located at the north end of the
Master Plan area is owned and operated by Denver Mountain Parks (DMP), any outdoor
improvements will need to be coordinated through an inter-governmental agreement with
DMP. Current discussions with DMP indicate a willingness to approve certain capital
improvements such as trails, tennis courts, removing some of the old paved roadbed, and
improving parking.
3.) Evergreen Area Nonprofit Organizations: Several Evergreen-based nonprofit
organizations have indicated a willingness to help fund improvements at Buchanan Park.
These organizations include Art for the Mountain Community, Blue Spruce Kiwanis,
Evergreen American Legion Post #2001, and Evergreen Recreation and Parks
Foundation. Other nonprofit organizations should be invited to participate where their
interests align with planned improvements at the park. Additional other groups may
include those whose interests and purposes are related to various community, visual and
performing arts activities, environmental education, historical preservation, and outdoor
recreation.
Potential Funding Sources
Likely capital construction funding sources are identified below and are recapped in the chart at
the end of this section. Funding sources for ongoing operations and maintenance expenses will
also need to be identified and considered when making capital investments.
1.) EPRD: Through its annual property tax revenues and through passage of periodic bond
issues, EPRD will be the largest single funding source for improvements to the park.
Smaller outdoor park improvements may be funded through annual appropriation of
capital funds from current year budget revenues. Larger investments such as buildings,
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infrastructure and large outdoor improvements will be funded through proceeds from
issuing voter approved bonds.
2.) Center for the Arts Evergreen: CAE will be largely responsible for raising funds for the
interior finish of the Art Center (assuming EPRD’s funding involvement with the
construction of the building).
3.) Government and Foundation Grants: EPRD will continue to apply for annual funding
through Jefferson County Open Space from Joint Venture, Conservation Trust Fund
grants and Great Outdoors Colorado. Funds available to EPRD through Senate Bill 35
funding may also be used. EPRD and its partners should begin an organized effort to
obtain grants that may be available regionally or nationally for park improvements that
are aligned with grantors’ requirements, such as trail construction, historical restoration
and environmental education. Grants from large foundations may be more attractive
since the initial $15 million invested by the community can be shown to demonstrate
broad community support for the various projects.
4.) Evergreen Area Nonprofit Organizations: Certain nonprofits have already come
forward to offer funding for park improvements. These include Art for the Mountain
Community for placement of sculptures and stands, Blue Spruce Kiwanis for the large
pavilion in honor of Gene Younger, the Evergreen American Legion Post #2001 for the
Veterans’ Memorial, and the Evergreen Recreation and Parks Foundation for other
improvements. Additional groups will likely come forward as other projects are planned.
Summary of Phased Funding Approach for Buchanan Park Buildout
Major Project

Components

Outdoor park
Improvements

Trails
Pavilions

Partners

Funding Sources
Other than EPRD
Grants/donors

B.S. Kiwanis

EPRD
Funding
Capital as available
from annual appropriation

““

““

““

““

““

““

Amphitheater

““

““

Recreation areas

““

““

““

““

Pond enhancements

““

““

Community Center

Building/infrastructure

Grants/donors

Voter approved bond

Art Center

Building

CAE

Grants/donors

Voter approved bond

Interior finish

CAE

““

Playgrounds
Art sculpture

Veteran memorial

Rec Center Expansion

Art for the Mtn
Community

American Legion

Grants/donors

Comm. Ctr. Expansion

Environmental Education,
Theater, others as identified

Land Acquisition

Remaining 2 acres

Voter approved bond

(Partners and funding dependent on type and nature of expansion)
Grants/donors

Capital as available
from annual appropriation
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5.) Evergreen Citizenry: With the adoption of a more inclusive and progressive naming
rights policy, potential major donors in the community should be identified and invited to
participate in the funding of certain park and building improvements. All citizens,
regardless of potential gift size, should be encouraged and invited to contribute through
charitable gifts, potentially through the Evergreen Recreation and Parks Foundation.
As mentioned earlier, annual operations and maintenance funding will need to be identified and
secured before capital can be approved. EPRD will need to plan for and appropriate the required
funding in its annual budget, as will building tenants such as CAE.

Feasibility Study – Community Center and Art Center
Purpose
The purpose of the recommended feasibility study is to assess how realistic the building
recommendations are, what is possible in our community, and to create a phased plan for how it
might come about. The study will involve a market analysis of national demographic data as it
compares to local realities, assess current and projected community needs, attach programs and
square footage to those needs, review existing programs that meet the needs, define strategies for
successful collaborative programming between EPRD and the arts and environmental groups,
provide information on the ability of the various groups to finance their programs, clarify costs to
build, staff, operate and maintain the desired buildings, develop a fundraising strategy to meet
those expenses, identify and evaluate competing entities, and project revenue. The results of the
study will provide a clearer definition of the size of the buildings, what should be included in
them, how they will be managed, which groups can be counted on to participate, and how the
buildings and their operations can be funded.
Preliminary Steps
The EPRD Board has allocated funds in 2008 to cover part of a site specific feasibility study for
the Buchanan Park buildings. They expect to share the cost of the study with the Center for the
Arts Evergreen.
In addition, the EPRD Board plans a district-wide citizen needs analysis in 2008 to complement
the Buchanan Park building feasibility study. The results of both the study and the needs
analysis will be included in a new EPRD master plan, which is scheduled for publication in 2010.

Park Improvements in 2008
EPRD has budgeted to begin building trails at Buchanan Park in 2008. As they are completed,
Art for the Mountain Community plans to place sculptures along the trails. Other initial
improvements might include the large picnic pavilion partially funded by the Blue Spruce
Kiwanis, and the Veterans’ Memorial, with contributions from the Evergreen American Legion
Post #2001.
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